Earth Mini Mural Instructions

DIMENSIONS
• Finished 4 page mural: Approx. 16” x 16”

MATERIALS
• Heavy white paper, 67 lb. recommended
• Markers or crayons recommended
• Paper cutter or scissors
• Masking tape

PREP
1. Print mural pages 3 – 6 on a white paper.
2. Trim out each page along the outer black line.
   A papercutter works best to maintain clean cuts.
3. Copy page number on the back of each paper. It will get hidden when students color.

MURAL ASSEMBLY
1. Students color each mural page.
   A coloring guide is offered on the next page for those that would like to create a mural like the sample shown.
2. Lay out finished pages face up.
   Check content to see all pages are accounted for.
3. Lay out finished pages face down.
   Be careful to reverse the page sequence for proper final orientation.
4. Tape each seam heavily with masking tape.
   "An alternate solution is to glue the pages to a large sheet butcher paper and trim."
Earth Mini Mural Color Guide

Blue Planet Gray Scale Color Key

- Yellow Green
- Golden Brown
- True Blue (inside circle)
- Blue (outside circle)

Note: Color names match Prismacolor Oil Pastel brand.